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Chapter 2521: Jadetrue Anecdote 

“Y-You really dare to kill me? I didn’t lie to you. Jadetrue Heavenly Sect will really come and find me!” 

Jun Tian’s expression changed, falling back repeatedly. 

He was really scared! 

Facing death, even if he was a Heavenly Stratum powerhouse, he was unable to remain calm too. 

Ye Yuan pointed at the sky and said with a faint smile, “Jun Tian, there are still many Heavenspan World 

martial artists who died wronged currently watching in heaven! If I were to let you go, they won’t let me 

off even if they become ghosts!” 

That smile carried a bone-piercing chill. 

Not long ago, he watched Tian Qing die in front of him with his own eyes, powerless to do anything! 

That strike, if not for Tian Qing, Li-er would have already perished! 

How could Ye Yuan let Jun Tian live? 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan urged the Heavenspan Mountain and directly smashed over 

toward Jun Tian. 

Bang! 

This blow struck right on his chest, directly knocking Jun Tian to the ground. 

Jun Tian’s two eyes rolled upward. He was only breathing in without breathing out anymore, no longer 

far from death. 

The Heavenspan Mountain was taken in by Ye Yuan. Although its size was not big, if it landed on 

someone, it was heavy to the extreme. 

Jun Tian was struck by the Heavenspan Mountain over and over again. How could he survive by luck? 

Ye Yuan did not hold back, controlling the Heavenspan Mountain to smash two more times, and Jun Tian 

stopped breathing completely. 

A grand completion Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouse was forcibly smashed to death by the 

Heavenspan Mountain! 

Simple, yet crude! 

Ye Yuan let out a long sigh, akin to being relieved of a heavy burden. 

Jun Tian was like a large mountain, crushing others until the entire Heavenspan World could not 

breathe. 
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If not for him breaking through to Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum by chance, the consequences would 

really be unimaginable. 

Fortunately, Jun Tian, the main culprit behind controlling the Heavenspan Mountain, was finally dead! 

It was just that, even more doubts lingered in Ye Yuan’s heart too. 

Jun Tian was merely a small fry. It was impossible for him to have the strength to suppress the 

Heavenspan World. 

At the very most, he just exploited a loophole and made use of the Heavenspan World’s power. 

The Jadetrue Heavenly Sect which Jun Tian spoke of was the one that was linked in many ways with the 

Heavenspan World. 

Furthermore, Jun Tian said that he was the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s outer-sect deacon, and he had a life 

tablet in the sect. 

The moment he died, the sect definitely knew about it. 

At that time, they would probably really send someone over to investigate. 

Ye Yuan did not know Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s attitude towards the Heavenspan World, but Ye Yuan 

felt that there might not be anything good. 

Moreover, he killed a member of the sect. The sect would not be willing to drop the matter too. 

In front of a Heavenly Stratum powerhouse, the Heavenspan World was too weak! 

Jun Tian was merely a puny little outer-sect deacon and already almost wiped out the entire 

Heavenspan World. 

It could be inferred that if the sect’s powerhouses came, it was absolutely not what the current Ye Yuan 

could parry. 

Ye Yuan being able to defeat Jun Tian was entirely thanks to the Heavenspan Mountain. 

With his own strength, even if he broke through to Heavenly Stratum, it was impossible to be Jun Tian’s 

match too. 

This Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven was a world that was a completely different level from the 

Heavenspan World! 

The power of rules here was too strong, even Dao Ancestors were unable to enter this world too. 

Otherwise, they would be crushed into a meat pancake by the power of rules here. 

Dao Ancestors could not withstand the pressure of rules here at all! 

Even Ye Yuan was also unable to adapt to the environment here until now. 

In fact, even his breathing felt somewhat constrained! 



It could be judged that this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven did not have Mortal Stratum martial 

artists at all. 

Heavenly Stratum was the basic requirement to enter this place! 

Thinking up to here, Ye Yuan’s brows could not help furrowing tightly, immediately feeling the pressure 

soared. 

This also meant that the Heavenspan World’s trillions of lives were now all tied to him alone! 

Once anything happened to him, the Heavenspan World would surely suffer a cataclysmic disaster. 

But now, he was completely clueless about this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

In fact, he did not even have a method of cultivation! 

No cultivation method! 

No martial technique! 

No means to use the origin divinity! 

Ye Yuan’s only reliance currently was the Heavenspan Mountain! 

But on second thought, in such a powerful world, he could always find the method to save Mu Lingxue. 

Furthermore, when he asked Jun Tian previously, he could feel that regathering the divine soul did not 

seem to be something impossible. 

Thinking of this, Ye Yuan could not help being a lot more invigorated. 

In addition, he even remembered that he had once sensed that his father and Lin Wushuang, their tiny 

trace of fluctuations, seemed to have returned to heaven and earth too. 

Thinking about it now, they probably entered this world! 

Then could he find his father too? 

Even … reviving him? 

Thinking of this, Ye Yuan’s mind could not help shaking. 

Ji Zhengyang’s fall was the regret of Ye Yuan’s life. 

If he could really meet his father again, even revive him, then he would really have no regrets in this life! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a bitter smile, “My current strength is likely the weakest 

existence in this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven! Thinking of these is too far away! The most 

important thing now is still to understand this world!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze landed on Jun Tian’s corpse. 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect should be a major sect. As a major sect’s disciple, Jun Tian might have some 

things on him that could let Ye Yuan discover some secrets of the Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 



Ye Yuan found a storage bracelet on Jun Tian’s body. 

Jun Tian was already dead. Hence, this bracelet became an ownerless item. 

Ye Yuan found that azure long spear inside, some white crystals, several secret books on cultivation, as 

well as some random things. 

Although that azure long spear was not as terrifying as the Heavenspan Mountain, it was also a decent 

quality weapon. 

Ye Yuan could feel an astonishing aura emitting off it. 

As for those white crystals, there was extremely thick spiritual energy in each of them. 

This spiritual energy had intrinsic differences from the Heavenspan World’s spiritual energy. 

Ye Yuan guessed that this thing might be the Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven’s universal currency. 

Rather, it was those secret books on cultivation that he was interested in. After Ye Yuan browsed 

through them, he had some understanding about the cultivation of Heavenly Stratum powerhouses. 

There was a cultivation method called Jadetrue Spirit Awakening Formula among them, letting Ye Yuan 

understand a part of the realms of Heavenly Stratum powerhouses. 

It turned out that Heavenly Stratum powerhouses were divided into Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum, 

Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, as well as Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Each major realm was also divided into lower, middle, upper, as well as grand completion, consisting of 

four minor realms. 

Jun Tian was grand completion Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum Realm, being just a step away from 

Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

While Ye Yuan did not even count as a lower Lesser Sublime Heaven right now. 

To Heavenly Stratum powerhouses, he had not crossed the threshold currently. Because he did not even 

have the most basic cultivation method. 

Unfortunately, this cultivation method only had the first level cultivation method of Lesser Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum. 

Presumably, this Jun Tian’s status in the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was also not very high. 

However, Ye Yuan was not in a rush to cultivate this Jadetrue Spirit Awakening Formula. 

Coming this far, Ye Yuan knew that the selection of cultivation method was very important. He was 

naturally not willing to easily enter a pit. 

He still understood the logic of better to go without than to make do with a shoddy substitute. 

“Eh, there’s a Jadetrue Anecdote here!” 

When Ye Yuan saw this cover, his eyes could not help lighting up. 



He was very curious about this Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. The Heavenspan Mountain was clearly a 

precious treasure. So why would it be used to suppress the Heavenspan World? 

Many mysteries of the Heavenspan World all lay with this Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

Understanding this sect would naturally be very helpful to him. 
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Chapter 2522: Wordless Heavenly Skill! 

Mission Hall, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

An old man was currently lecturing three disciples. 

“Jun Tian’s life tablet has already shattered. You all go to Eastward Country to check it out properly. See 

who has such gall to dare provoke our Jadetrue Heavenly Sect! Cheng Chongshan, you’re the senior 

apprentice brother. This trip will be led by you,” the old man said. 

Cheng Chongshan cupped his fists and said, “Elder You can be rest assured. This disciple will definitely 

investigate carefully. If I find any clues, I’ll definitely make him pay the price of blood!” 

Elder You nodded slightly and said, “The three of you, this elder naturally feels relieved. Jun Tian’s 

strength is top-notch in Eastward Country too. There aren’t many people capable of making him die. 

This elder reckons that this matter probably has something to do with the royal family. Do you all know 

what to do after you go to Eastward Country?” 

Cheng Chongshan’s eyes flickered and he said with a nod, “Elder, rest assured. This disciple understands! 

In the tiny land of Eastward Country, those few people are merely a bunch of clay chickens and pottery 

dogs. I reckon that they also can’t stir up any waves!” 

Cheng Chongshan three people set off for Eastward Country with the sect’s mission. 

It was just that they did not think that Jun Tian, this big shot who could make Eastward Country tremble 

thrice with a stomp of his feet, actually died in Ye Yuan’s hands! 

… … 

Ye Yuan closed the Jadetrue Anecdote and exhaled a turbid breath deeply. 

Following that was a deep fury. 

It turned out that this Heavenspan Mountain was accidentally obtained by Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s 

former sect master, Yan Jadetrue. 

By borrowing this treasure, Yan Jadetrue rarely had any rivals, his strength exceedingly formidable. 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect also became the overlord-level sect of Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven’s Five 

Great Heavenly Regions because of it. 

It was just a pity that later on, Yan Jadetrue encountered a formidable enemy later on, and suffered 

serious injuries. 

His treasure, the Heavenspan Mountain, was also seriously damaged in this battle. 
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In order to nourish the Heavenspan Mountain, Yan Jadetrue sealed it in a small chiliocosm with a great 

magical ability, nourishing the Heavenspan Mountain with the power of the entire small chiliocosm. 

This small chiliocosm was the Heavenspan World! 

It was just that later on, no idea why, Yan Jadetrue went missing, and the Heart of Heavenspan 

disappearing with him too. 

Without the Heart of Heavenspan, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect could not find traces of the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

Later, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had once swarmed out in full force, searching for the whereabouts of the 

Heavenspan Mountain. 

It was just a pity that the place the Heavenspan Mountain was sealed, only Yan Jadetrue alone knew 

about it. 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect expended a great price and failed to find the whereabouts of the Heavenspan 

Mountain too. 

This was the origin of the Heavenspan World. 

Reading finish the Jadetrue Anecdote, Ye Yuan had unspeakable fury. 

Whatever Dao Ancestor, whatever Heavenly Dao Samsara, it was all merely a game set by Yan Jadetrue. 

For tens of billions of years, the Heavenspan World’s powerhouses have all been living in the shadow of 

Yan Jadetrue. 

It was also fortunate that Yan Jadetrue went missing. Otherwise, the current Heavenspan World would 

likely have long ceased to exist. 

Nourishing a precious treasure like this with the price of a world’s living things, the method could be 

rated as cruel. 

If it succeeded, everything in the Heavenspan World would no longer exist, and naturally there would 

not be the Ye Yuan today as well. 

It was just that no one expected that many years later, the Heavenspan World was actually found by an 

outer-sect deacon, Jun Tian. 

However, Jun Tian did not report this matter to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

He knew that the Heavenspan Mountain was a treasure. If he could obtain it, his fate would be totally 

different. 

If he reported it to the sect, it would have nothing to do with him anymore. 

Unfortunately, without the Heart of Heavenspan, Jun Tian could not take the Heavenspan Mountain 

away. 

Standing guard over a treasure mountain, but could not take it away, Jun Tian had been depressed these 

few years. 



He had once infiltrated into the Heavenspan World countless times in an attempt to find the 

whereabouts of the Heart of Heavenspan, but could not find it. 

Of course, with his strength, sneaking into the Heavenspan World without a sound, it was simply 

impossible for the Heavenspan World’s powerhouses to discover it. 

Helpless, he left behind the legacy of the Eight Extreme Divinities in the Heavenspan World, attempting 

to collect divine soul essence to cultivate origin divinity. 

After reaching Heavenly Stratum, the cultivation of origin divinity was extremely important. 

The higher the origin divinity realm, the greater the speed of comprehending heaven and earth, and the 

easier it was to increase one’s cultivation realm. 

Of course, origin divinity realm was not so easy to increase. 

However, Jun Tian never dreamed that the Heart of Heavenspan which he searched bitterly for changed 

hands several times, and landed in Ye Yuan’s hands in the end. 

Furthermore, he even successfully refined the Heart of Heavenspan and took away the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

But Jun Tian himself died under the Heavenspan Mountain in the end! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was deep as he muttered to himself, “I absolutely can’t let Jadetrue Heavenly Sect 

discover the Heavenspan World. Otherwise, the consequences will be too ghastly to contemplate. 

Although the current Jadetrue Heavenly Sect is already far worse than before, a starving camel is still 

bigger than a horse. The strength of a sect isn’t what the current me can contend with.” 

The Heavenspan Mountain was a treasure that could let the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect rise once again. 

Once Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s people discovered it, the Heavenspan World’s days would also come to 

an end. 

Ye Yuan held his palm out, the Heavenspan Mountain suspended on his palm quietly. 

“Wordless Heavenly Skill! Yan Jadetrue relied on this cultivation method back then to command the Five 

Great Heavenly Regions! I wonder if I can comprehend it or not!” Ye Yuan looked at the Heavenspan 

Mountain and said to himself. 

It was recorded in the Jadetrue Anecdote that an astonishing cultivation method was hidden on the 

Heavenspan Mountain called Wordless Heavenly Skill! 

This cultivation method was wordless! 

Want to comprehend it, you could only rely on comprehension ability and lucky chance! 

And this cultivation method could only appear after the Heavenspan Mountain and Heart of 

Heavenspan combines into one. 

However, Ye Yuan did not comprehend it immediately but concealed the plane passageway with array 

formations. 



Then, he disposed of Jun Tian’s dead body before leaving carefully. 

Ye Yuan had traveled for several months, but could not find the way out at all. 

Inklight Forest was too large, he did not know where to go at all. 

He did not encounter any danger along the way. 

In these few months, Ye Yuan studied the Heavenspan Mountain carefully while traveling, attempting to 

find the Wordless Heavenly Skill. 

It was just that, sadly, it was too difficult! 

However, what Ye Yuan did not lack the most was patience. 

If not for his persevering spirit, he also could not have walked until today. 

On this day, Ye Yuan was currently studying the Heavenspan Mountain when suddenly, he heard noisy 

quarreling sounds. 

He was overjoyed in his heart and hurriedly put away the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Finally saw a living person! 

“Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen, you rest assured, the Yang Family’s matter is my, Lu Yuanjie’s matter! 

Your father’s grudge, Senior Apprentice Brother will definitely avenge for you!” A young man’s voice 

could be heard. 

Another man said, “Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen, that Li Family’s Li Batian is nothing! With me, Gui 

Tianyu around, I’ll definitely make him unable to bear the consequences!” 

At this time, a weak and sad woman’s voice transmitted over in a drawn-out manner. 

“Many thanks for two senior apprentice brothers taking pity on me, Xuezhen is deeply grateful!” 

“Huhu,?Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen, those words regard me too much as a stranger.” 

“Eh,?there’s actually someone in this wilderness?” Lu Yuanjie’s eyes were sharp and saw Ye Yuan with 

one glance, and said in surprise. 

Gui Tianyu sized Ye Yuan up and said with a snicker, “Didn’t even reach lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, 

this kid can actually survive in Inklight Forest until now. What a tenacious life! Hey, brat, you’re a Lower 

Realm’s ant that just ascended to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, right?” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly. This guy was actually as disgusting as Jun Tian! 

He originally still wanted to follow this group of people and leave Inklight Forest. Now, he could not 

even be bothered to talk anymore. 

When Gui Tianyu saw Ye Yuan ignore him, his expression could not help turning dark. He said in a cold 

voice, “Punk, this young master is talking to you! Are you deaf?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2523: Unable to Speak Up 
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“Huhu, even an ant who just ascended has his share of arrogance. An ant-like thing has no idea of 

danger or death!” Lu Yuanjie said with a laugh. 

The family guards behind Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu were also all laughing non-stop at this time. 

Clearly, they had already gotten used to this scene. 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven was connected to every heaven and myriad worlds. There were 

often Lower Realms martial artists that ascended. 

These martial artists had immensely formidable strength in the Lower Realms. 

But arriving here, they were the lowest rung. 

Because Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven did not have ordinary martial artists. 

The weakest here was also a Heavenly Stratum powerhouse. 

Therefore, this scene of Ye Yuan’s air of haughtiness was only seen as being laughable in everyone’s 

eyes. 

When Gui Tianyu saw that Ye Yuan still ignored him, he said in a solemn voice, “Boy, come in front of 

this young master and kneel down and kowtow to admit your fault now. This young master can spare 

your life.” 

Ye Yuan was slightly angry in his heart and was just about to speak up sarcastically when that woman 

who was fairer than snow suddenly said, “Two senior apprentice brothers, it’s really not easy for this 

little brother to be able to ascend from the Lower Realms. Can you give this junior apprentice sister face 

and spare him once?” 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu were naturally unwilling. Ye Yuan’s attitude made them very displeased. 

It was just that they were both pursuing Yang Xuezhen. So they naturally had to appear more 

magnanimous. 

Gui Tianyu gave a cold snort and said, “Since Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen opened her mouth to 

plead, consider your life tenacious, brat.” 

Lu Yuanjie said coolly, “We’ll listen to Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen. Get lost then.” 

Yang Xuezhen said, “Two senior apprentice brothers, this little brother likely can’t walk out of here by 

relying on himself. Why don’t we bring him out?” 

The two people frowned slightly with reluctant looks on their faces. But they could not brush off Yang 

Xuezhen’s face. 

In the end, they could only nod their heads helplessly. 

Ye Yuan looked towards Yang Xuezhen rather surprisedly, not expecting that this girl was actually so 

kind-hearted. 

Actually, he did not care about the threats of these people. 



Although he currently had not cultivated Heavenly Stratum cultivation methods and martial techniques 

yet, just by relying on the power of the Heavenspan Mountain, he could kill everyone present. 

These few days, it was also not that he had achieved nothing. 

At the very least, his control of the Heavenspan Mountain became much more accomplished with high 

proficiency. 

The power of the Heavenspan Mountain also increased significantly. 

These people in front of him, the strongest was merely middle Lesser Sublime Heaven. 

It was enough to suppress these people with the power of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

However, unless it was a last resort, Ye Yuan did not wish to employ the Heavenspan Mountain. 

This place was Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s territory. If he took out the Heavenspan Mountain here, he 

would have to kill all the people present. 

Otherwise, there would be a constant source of future troubles. 

Ye Yuan was also not an insensible person. He gave a bow toward Yang Xuezhen and said, “Many thanks, 

Miss.” 

Yang Xuezhen waved her hand and said coolly, “Not a big deal.” 

Clearly, this girl was in a bad mood and did not have too much desire to talk. 

She only helped Ye Yuan conveniently. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not ask for a rebuff either. He simply followed the squad in silence. 

The sky gradually turned dark. The party set up camp. 

Suddenly, a tiger roar came from the distance. 

Lu Yuanjie two people exchanged a glance and could not help smiling knowingly. 

“Brat, there’s no free lunch in the world! We served as a protective umbrella for you along the way. So 

shouldn’t you do a little something too?” Lu Yuanjie said to Ye Yuan with a smile. 

How could Ye Yuan not know that this guy was planning something bad? 

However, he was emboldened stemming from great ability, and did not care either, saying indifferently, 

“You want me to go and hunt that tiger?” 

Lu Yuanjie was a little surprised at Ye Yuan’s cleverness and said with a nod, “Yeah, this is merely a lower 

Lesser Sublime Heaven Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger. It’s one of the weakest true spirits in 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. Pressing on with our journey all the way, everyone is a little tired. 

Why don’t you hunt it down and satisfy everyone’s craving for good food?” 

Ye Yuan had not spoken yet when Yang Xuezhen frowned and said, “Senior Apprentice Brother Lu, isn’t 

this making things difficult for him? He hasn’t even reached lower Lesser Sublime Heaven. How can he 

possibly be the Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger’s match?” 



Lu Yuanjie smiled and said, “Junior Apprentice Sister, this boy is very haughty. Just a tiger, he shouldn’t 

have taken it seriously yet, right?” 

Yang Xuezhen still wanted to say something, but heard Gui Tianyu say, “Humph, Junior Apprentice 

Sister, it’s just catching a tiger. You’re also protecting him too much, right? Moreover, Lu Qing and Gui 

Cheng will also be following him, they won’t let him die.” 

Yang Xuezhen’s brows furrowed slightly, clearly being caught in a dilemma. 

She was currently relying on these two people greatly and could not offend them too badly. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly said, “I’ll go!” 

The moment Lu Yuanjie heard, he smiled and said, “That’s more like it! Being able to corroborate your 

Dao and achieve Heavenly Stratum in the Lower Realms, if you don’t even have this bit of courage, that’s 

also too disgraceful! Lu Qing, Gui Cheng, you guys follow this little brother. Both of you need to protect 

him well! If he isn’t the Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger’s match, you guys lend him a helping 

hand.” 

When he was talking, he deliberately placed emphasis on ‘helping hand’ two words. 

Yang Xuezhen sighed slightly. Ye Yuan was courting death himself, she could not help it either. 

She was currently unable to even fend for herself! 

Yang Xuezhen was not a fool. How could she not understand Lu Yuanjie two people’s thoughts? 

It was just that she was anxious to take revenge currently, and she already could not care that much 

anymore. 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with the two and brought Lu Qing and Gui Cheng and directly left. 

… … 

An hour later, Lu Qing and Gui Chen ran back. 

When Lu Yuanjie saw that there were only the two of them coming back, he was smiling. 

But very soon, his face fell. 

Not waiting for Lu Qing two people to open their mouths either, he berated, “Didn’t I ask you guys to 

ensure his safety? What’s going on? Can’t even handle this little thing well, what are you doing?” 

Yang Xuezhen’s gaze swept towards the distance but did not see Ye Yuan’s figure. How could she not 

know what happened? 

She let out a slight sigh and was silent. 

Gui Cheng was just about to open his mouth, but then he heard Gui Tianyu yelling, “Gui Cheng, you 

good-for-nothing! Can’t even handle this small matter, how do you want me to give an account to Junior 

Apprentice Sister?” 



Lu Yuanjie continued and said, “The two of you fools can’t even look after a person properly! Just a 

Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger, you guys actually let him get eaten?” 

Gui Tianyu got more into it the more he scolded and said angrily, “What are the two of you still in a daze 

for, why haven’t you gone to apologize to Junior Apprentice Sister?” 

Lu Qing and Gui Cheng sweated profusely from anxiety, but could not get a word in at all. 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu chimed in one after another, getting more enthusiastic the more they 

scolded, not giving them the chance to speak at all. 

In their hearts, they already determined Ye Yuan to be dead. 

“There’s no need to apologize. It was also pretty tiring for these two brothers to run back. You guys 

should reward them.” Right at this time, a voice suddenly sounded out, interrupting the two people’s 

performance. 

The expression on the two people’s faces immediately became incomparably fascinating. 

Only to see Ye Yuan carrying a double-winged tiger, currently walking towards the camp. 

Pah! 

Pah! 

At virtually the same time, Lu Qing and Gui Cheng were given a slap. 

The two people said in unison, “Idiots, why didn’t you say that earlier?!” 

Lu Qing and Gui Cheng felt aggrieved! 

It was only to hear Gui Cheng cover his face and said, “Young Master, I wanted to say, but I couldn’t 

speak up at all! This boy killed the Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger with one punch!” 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu’s bodies quivered, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

An ant who did not even reach lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, how could he possibly kill a Double-winged 

Heaven Shaking Tiger with one punch? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2524: Same Lineage! 

Heavenly Stratum powerhouses who just ascended were not considered Heavenly Stratum 

powerhouses in Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven at all. 

Even the most ordinary lower Lesser Sublime Heavens could devastate them at will. 

Although the Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger was not considered very formidable, tearing an 

ascender like Ye Yuan to shreds was easy to accomplish. 

It was just that the result was just the opposite. 

Ye Yuan killed it with one punch! 
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How could they know that Ye Yuan was not some ordinary ascender? 

Ordinary ascenders tend to shatter the firmament with one power of rule. 

But Ye Yuan had four apart from Alchemy Dao! 

Furthermore, it was a four-way fusion! 

His strength was naturally much worse when compared to a grand completion Lesser Sublime Heaven 

like Jun Tian. 

But compared to ordinary lower Lesser Sublime Heavens, he was a great deal stronger! 

During the few months in this Inklight Forest, Ye Yuan already gradually adapted to the rule pressure 

here. 

Apart from time law, Ye Yuan could already mobilize the other three types of power of rule. 

What did killing a Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger count as? 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu looked at each other, both feeling unbelievably ashamed and resentful. 

Pah! 

Pah! 

The two each gave their subordinate a slap and said in unison, “Useless thing!” 

Gui Tianyu arrived in front of Ye Yuan and said fiercely, “Brat, don’t think that by killing a Double-winged 

Heaven Shaking Tiger, it’s impressive! This thing, I can kill it by huffing a puff! Ants will always be ants!” 

Ye Yuan raised the Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger up and said with a smile, “Come, huff a puff.” 

Gui Tianyu’s face turned black and almost smacked Ye Yuan to death with a slap. 

Even the Yang Xuezhen who was clouded with worry was also amused. 

Huffing a puff, it was naturally boasting. 

Gui Tianyu huffing a puff was sufficient to kill those martial artists in the Heavenspan World. 

But no matter how weak this Double-winged Heaven Shaking Tiger was, it was still a true spirit! 

True spirits were existences equivalent to Heavenly Stratum. 

It was not hard for Gui Tianyu to kill, but being able to kill by huffing a puff was purely talking nonsense. 

After the farce, Yang Xuezhen pulled Ye Yuan to one side. 

Seeing this scene, Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu became even more jealous. 

Yang Xuezhen’s looks were exquisite. She was an extremely beautiful woman. It was just that her face 

had an anxious look from start to end, giving people a feeling of keeping strangers at bay. 



“We’ll be able to get out of Inklight Forest tomorrow. Let’s go our separate ways here. Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven’s native powerhouses discriminate against ascenders greatly. If not for me, my two 

senior apprentice brothers would likely have already killed you. If you want to live, go to Five Light 

Heavenly Region. That place is the territory of ascenders. You don’t have a way out in True Yang 

Heavenly Domain.” Yang Xuezhen said in earnest. 

Ye Yuan had long discovered it. The ascender aura on his body was completely different from Yang 

Xuezhen and the rest. It could be identified easily. 

It seemed like in Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, ascenders and native Heavenly Stratum 

powerhouses were two camps that were distinct from each other! 

This kind of situation was like locals looking down on outsiders. 

This sense of superiority was innate. 

Although he did not know just where this sense of superiority lay. 

Ye Yuan said, “I just arrived and know absolutely nothing about Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

Wonder if Miss can allow for this convenience and let this Ye tag along to learn for some time? 

Otherwise, if I were to go out rashly, I’d probably die without even knowing how.” 

“This …” Yang Xuezhen could not help hesitating. 

What Ye Yuan said made sense too. 

It was just that she was currently unable to even fend for herself. So how could she bring Ye Yuan along? 

Ye Yuan was naturally not really afraid of going out himself. He was just following Yang Xuezhen to 

return a favor. 

He could tell that Yang Xuezhen was kind-hearted. It was just that her family suffered a catastrophe. 

That was why she would become melancholic and moody. 

Those two senior apprentice brothers did not harbor good intentions at all. 

If Ye Yuan let Yang Xuezhen leave freely, it would be equivalent to watching her enter the tiger’s maws 

like a sheep. 

He, Ye Yuan, could not do this kind of thing. 

“Honestly speaking, returning to Eastward Country this time, I’m actually surrounded by enemies on all 

sides. It’s very dangerous for you to follow me!” Yang Xuezhen said seriously. 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The way I am, isn’t it dangerous wherever I go? To me, an unknown world 

is more dangerous. Miss is kind-hearted, I’d rather believe in Miss.” 

Yang Xuezhen thought about it and said, “Then … alright.” 

… … 

In the dead of night, Ye Yuan’s consciousness sank into the chaos world, viewing the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 



However, he was at a loss on what to do. 

“These few months, I’ve already observed it no less than ten thousand times. But I don’t have any leads 

about this Wordless Heavenly Skill! Could it be that I’m really not fated with this skill?” 

Ye Yuan did not lack patience, but after several months of hard work and not finding a way out, he could 

not help giving birth to doubt. 

He shook his head and put aside the distractions, and continued observing. 

Gradually, Ye Yuan only felt his eyelids get heavier and heavier, and he actually fell asleep. 

In his dream, Ye Yuan arrived in an isolated space. 

An enormous book was suspended above the void. 

That book had an archaic aura that had experienced the many vicissitudes of life, which seemingly came 

from ancient times, stirring the soul. 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled and he cried out in surprise, “Wordless Heavenly Skill!” 

But very soon, he suddenly came to realize the truth and said with a bitter smile, “What you think about 

in the day, you will dream of it at night! I actually saw the Wordless Heavenly Skill in my dreams. Looks 

like I’m really bewitched. However … even if I know that it’s in a dream, I still couldn’t extricate myself!” 

Ye Yuan went up and flipped open the title page of the book. 

Woodless! 

Ye Yuan was taken aback and said, “Wordless Heavenly Skill??Huhu,?this is the Wordless Heavenly Skill? 

If it’s wordless, how does one cultivate it?” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s eyes blurred. 

The Wordless Heavenly Book suddenly turned into a cloud of chaos. Being situated in it, Ye Yuan felt a 

primeval aura. 

It felt as if he had returned to the womb. 

Amidst the chaos, Ye Yuan felt delicate streams of air currents flowing. 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “This … Could the flow of this air current be the 

skill circulatory route? This cloud of chaos is actually quite similar to back then when my chaos just 

blossomed. It’s just that my chaos seems to be just like a baby in front of it!” 

Ye Yuan’s heart was shocked to the extreme. 

He discovered that the Chaos Heavenspan Canon he had comprehended was actually of the same 

lineage as this chaos! 

Looking at it like this, it was no accident that he comprehended the Chaos Heavenspan Canon. 

What he comprehended was merely a drop in the ocean of the Wordless Heavenly Skill. 



Ye Yuan carefully felt the flow of that air current, not daring to miss the slightest bit. 

But very soon, he could not bear it anymore! 

Too complicated! 

No idea how long had passed either. Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled, and he startled awake. 

His consciousness hurriedly sank into his small world, attempting to find clues from the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

But sadly, he was disappointed. 

“Turns out that it was just a dream?” Ye Yuan’s tone exuded some helplessness. 

But very soon, his expression changed. 

He discovered that he did not forget the feeling of that air current flow! 

“Within a person’s body is a small world. That air current should be the skill circulatory route of the 

Wordless Heavenly Skill!” 

Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, he imagined his own body to be a cluster of chaos. 

Then he revolved his divine essence according to that feeling! 

With a single circulatory cycle, Ye Yuan was wildly ecstatic in his heart! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2525: Yang Manor Storm! 

Without the guidance of a cultivation method, Ye Yuan’s realm had never consolidated all along. 

Therefore, he was not considered a true Heavenly Stratum powerhouse right now. 

But, with a single circulatory cycle, his cultivation realm was already completely consolidated! 

Now, he was already a true lower Lesser Sublime Heaven! 

“What a miraculous cultivation method! No wonder Yan Jadetrue could rely on this cultivation method 

to command the Five Great Heavenly Regions back then!” Ye Yuan said in shock inwardly. 

Although he had never cultivated it, he had studied Jun Tian’s cultivation method before. 

Wanting to consolidate one’s cultivation realm required revolving a thousand circulatory cycles no 

matter what. 

But Ye Yuan only revolved a single circulatory cycle, and his realm was already consolidated. 

This was also to say that the Wordless Heavenly Skill’s cultivation method was a thousand times better 

than ordinary cultivation methods! 

It was clear at a glance which was superior or inferior. 

A series of footsteps interrupted Ye Yuan’s excitement. 
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It was Gui Tianyu! 

He came before Ye Yuan and said with an unfriendly look, “Brat, don’t think I don’t know what wicked 

idea you’re plotting! I’m warning you, stay further away from Yang Xuezhen. Otherwise, you’ll die very 

horribly!” 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him and walked right past him. 

Ignored! 

Gui Tianyu was greatly enraged and was just about to fly off the handle, but he saw Yang Xuezhen 

suddenly appear. She said, “Senior Apprentice Brother Tianyu, Ye Yuan, it’s time to set off.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Coming.” 

Looking at the two people’s departing back view, Gui Tianyu’s heart burned with fury. 

… … 

The party got out of Inklight Forest and headed straight for Eastward Country. 

They were travel-worn all the way. Finally, after three days, they rushed to Eastward Country’s imperial 

city. 

There was a mansion that occupied a rather large territory in front of them, it was precisely the Yang 

Manor. 

The Yang Family was a small family clan in Eastward Country but also rather prosperous. 

Yang Xuezhen’s talent was pretty good and was selected by Thousand Crane Sect to become a disciple. 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu were both from major family clans in the imperial city too; much stronger 

than the Yang Family. 

The Yang Family and Li Family had a long history of hatred because of friction in their operations. 

It was just that one month plus ago, Yang Xuezhen received news from the Yang Family that Yang 

Xuezhen’s father was actually beaten to death by the Li Family’s family head, Li Batian. 

The Yang Family immediately fell into a crisis. 

After Yang Xuezhen received the news, she naturally rushed back at once without stopping. 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu had been courting Yang Xuezhen for some time already. Seeing this 

opportunity, how could they be willing to let it go. Hence, they took the initiative to follow. 

After all, with the statuses of the Lu Family and Gui Family, the Li Family would not dare to go too far as 

well. 

“Halt!” The Yang Family’s family guards directly stopped everyone. 

Yang Xuezhen’s expression changed and she scolded angrily, “Tian Ming, Yan Yi, what are you guys 

doing? Don’t even recognize me anymore?” 



Tian Ming said coolly, “Miss, there are distinguished guests in the family right now. You all wait outside 

for a moment!” 

Yang Xuezhen had a blank look and said in shock, “What distinguished guests? Even I can’t go in too? 

Are you guys rebelling?” 

At this time, Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu blocked in front of her at the same time. 

Lu Yuanjie said with a cold snort, “Lowly lackey, get lost! Otherwise, this young master will kill you guys 

right now!” 

Gui Tianyu scolded angrily, “Dogs who are threatening people under the protection of your master! Take 

a look at who this young master is!” 

Tian Ming’s expression changed, only then, recognizing the arrivals, and he hurriedly said, “Turns out 

that it’s Young Master Lu, Young Master Gui, please forgive me!” 

“Get lost!” 

Tian Ming two people’s faces changed and they could only give in. 

Lu Yuanjie had a proud look and said to Yang Xuezhen, “Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen, rest assured. 

With me around, everything will be fine!” 

Gui Tianyu smiled and said, “Junior Apprentice Sister, you don’t need to worry. I reckon that this Li 

Family won’t be able to set off any waves!” 

Yang Xuezhen’s heart was in turmoil. How could she hear these two people’s showing off? 

She, the Yang Family’s young miss could not enter, but the Lu Family’s young master could enter? 

What on earth happened to the Yang Family? 

The party entered the Yang Family and went straight to the meeting hall. 

A youth currently had a fawning look, pouring tea for another young man. 

The youth hunched his back and said with a flattering smile, “Elder Brother Qiu, please drink tea! Don’t 

you worry. After my elder sister comes back, I’ll definitely have her take the initiative to marry Elder 

Brother Qiu!” 

The young man picked up his tea and said with a nod, “Mn, you, boy, still knows how to appreciate 

kindness; not like that stubborn old guy from your family, impenetrably thickheaded!” 

The youth nodded his head repeatedly and said, “Yes, yes, yes! Yang Yu that old fellow should have long 

handed the position of family head over! He clung conservatively to the old system, this is pushing the 

Yang Family into the fire pit! Fortunately, he died. Now, my mother calls the shots in the Yang Family, 

everything can be discussed!” 

The young man glanced at the youth and said with a loud laugh, “Hahaha … Well said! Well said!’ 

By the side, Yang Xuezhen was long already angered until she was trembling, almost fainting away. 



“Yang … Jin! Y-You unfilial son! To actually suck up to your father’s killer, aren’t you scared of being 

struck by lightning?” Yang Xuezhen practically roared it out. 

That youth was precisely her younger brother born from the same father, but a different mother, Yang 

Jin. 

And the young man sitting in the hall was the Li Family, Li Batian’s only son, Li Zhengqiu! 

How great the impact of this scene was to Yang Xuezhen could only be imagined! 

Her father died. Not only did her younger brother not want to take revenge, he actually even showed 

great courtesy to his father’s killer, and even cursed his own father for clinging conservatively to the old 

system! 

And he even … wanted to deliver her to the Li Family to be married off! 

This was simply too unscrupulous! 

Hearing this roar, Yang Jin was clearly stunned too. 

After seeing Yang Xuezhen, he smiled and said, “Sis, you’re finally back! Just nice, Big Brother Qiu is 

here. You guys catch up. After all, you guys are good friends that grew up together. Later, pick a date 

and you’ll marry over to the Li Family. You don’t need to return to the Thousand Crane Sect anymore 

too.” 

Yang Xuezhen did not do anything, but Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu flew into a great rage. 

Lu Yuanjie arrived in front of Li Zhengqiu with a lunge and said angrily, “Li Zhengqiu, who the hell do you 

think you are, to also dare covet Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen? Scram for Your Father right now, 

otherwise, you’ll crawl out!” 

Gui Tianyu arrived right after, pointed at Li Zhengqiu’s nose, and said, “Li Zhengqiu, you also don’t take a 

piss and look at your own reflection, a toad lusting after swan meat? Heh, go over and apologize to 

Junior Apprentice Sister Xuezhen, and this matter will be considered over! Otherwise, not just you, your 

Li Family … just wait and see!” 

The two originally thought that Li Zhengqiu would be quivering with fright, then apologize and beg them 

for forgiveness subserviently. 

But sadly, Li Zhengqiu did not! 

He drank a mouthful of tea lightly and said coolly, “Gentlemen, I’m afraid … this can’t be done! I came 

today to the Yang Family to give the betrothal gift. The Yang Family has already accepted the betrothal 

gift. A match is made on the parents’ order and the word of the matchmaker, Yang Xuezhen will be my 

woman in the future! As for the two of you, better don’t be unreasonable and make a scene here. 

Otherwise, bear the consequences yourselves.” 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu were not fools either. They did not get angry for no reason. 

This opportunity was hard to come by. Whoever could handle this matter, Yang Xuezhen would 

definitely look at him in a different light. 



Things would be easier to handle in the future. 

It was just that now, Li Zhengqiu’s attitude made them unable to save their faces. 

They were genuinely enraged! 

“Wow, gotten cocky huh! Li Zhengqiu, just the likes of a random nobody like you also dares to posture in 

front of this young master, is that it?” Gui Tianyu laughed coldly, the imposing aura on his body 

erupting. 

Middle Lesser Sublime Heaven! 

Lu Yuanjie was the same, saying with a sneer, “Li Zhengqiu, who gave you the courage to dare to posture 

in front of this young master?” 

“It’s me. Do you guys have any objections?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2526: Everyone, Get Lost for Me! 

A youth in brocade slowly walked out of the back hall. 

Beside him followed a rather attractive middle-aged lady who had partly lost her good looks, looking 

respectful and submissive. 

The moment the youth appeared, Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu’s faces changed at the same time. 

“Y-Young Master Yu!” 

Li Zhengqiu had a smug look as he said, “This marriage affair was single-handedly arranged by Young 

Master Yu.” 

Young Master Yu stopped in front of the two, looking at them with a condescending gaze, as he said 

coolly, “The Yang and Li families have fought for many times. This young master will be a mediator and 

tie a nuptial knot, burying the hatchet. Do the two of you have any objections?” 

“N-No objections!” Being cowed by Young Master Yu’s imposing momentum, Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu 

could not help taking two steps back. 

Young Master Yu nodded his head and said, “It’s been hard on the two of you, sending Younger Sister 

Xuezhen back from far away. If you’re free, go to the Tang Family for a drink.” 

The moment the two people heard, they could not help being overjoyed. 

This Tang Yu was the Tang Family’s eldest young master, his status revered. 

The Tang Family’s status in the imperial city was completely not what these few families could compare 

to. 

The Tang Family was one of Eastward Country’s three great family clans, their power and influence 

spreading across the entire Eastward Country. 

Behind them was the royal family’s Second Prince, His Highness. 
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With this layer of connection, who dared to not give the Tang Family face? 

Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu dared to posture in front of Li Zhengqiu but did not dare to act wildly in front 

of Tang Yu. 

And Tang Yu’s sentence that had the intention of solicitation made the two of them ecstatic. 

The Tang Family’s tall branch was not what any family clan could cling onto! 

“T-Thanks, Young Master Yu!” The two said with joy. 

Not far away, Yang Xuezhen’s eyes were filled with despair. 

She did not think that she actually had to face such a situation when she came back. 

“Two senior apprentice brothers, you guys …” Yang Xuezhen was almost weeping. 

At the time of despair, these two were her final straw to clutch at. 

But now, even these two people also … 

Lu Yuanjie let out a sigh and said, “Junior Apprentice Sister, actually, Younger Brother Zhengqiu is a man 

of striking appearance. He is also a pretty good choice! The two of you are even well-matched in social 

status!” 

Yang Xuezhen’s gaze was cold as she said angrily, “Senior Apprentice Brother Lu, didn’t expect that 

you’re actually this kind of person who acts in bad faith! Consider it that I, Yang Xuezhen, misjudged 

you!” 

Lu Yuanjie gave a cold snort when he heard that, suddenly turning hostile as he said, “Yang Xuezhen, 

don’t pretend to be pure in front of this young master! Don’t think that this young master doesn’t know, 

aren’t you just making use of this young master to deal with Li Zhengqiu?” 

Yang Xuezhen’s complexion turned deathly pale and she said stiffly, “You …” 

Actually, it was not Yang Xuezhen who begged them to come at all, but that these two people pestered 

incessantly to follow. 

Yang Xuezhen refused at first. But at her time of despair, she could only borrow these two people’s 

power. 

She did not expect that now, Lu Yuanjie was actually playing the blame game! 

Normally, Lu Yuanjie ingratiated himself with her in all manners. But, his face changed like flipping a 

book. 

“Alright, Young Sister Xuezhen, your mother and Madam Xiao have both already agreed to this 

marriage. Furthermore, this young master feels like Zhengqiu is pretty good, his background also 

matches yours. You won’t suffer from injustice either. If enmity isn’t settled amicably, there is no end to 

it! Why not give me face and agree to this marriage, how about it?” Tang Yu looked at Yang Xuezhen and 

said gently. 



She gritted her teeth and said, “Young Master Yu, even if I, Yang Xuezhen, were to die, I also won’t 

marry the son of the enemy who killed my father!” 

Tang Yu did not seem to care, saying with a smile, “Is that so? If that’s the case, this young master can’t 

guarantee the safety of your mother’s life anymore.” 

Yang Xuezhen’s expression changed, her beautiful body trembling, almost falling to the ground. 

Despair! 

The current Yang Xuezhen was only left with this kind of emotion. 

Wanted to die, but she could not die! 

Even had to be coerced into marrying the enemy who killed her father! 

This kind of despair, who could understand it? 

Tang Yu covered the sky with one hand, a woman like her did not have any leeway to resist at all! 

“Junior Apprentice Sister, what’s wrong with being the Li Family’s daughter-in-law? Why go so far! Could 

it be that you can’t bear to part with this boy who ascended from the Lower Realms?” Gui Tianyu 

suddenly said. 

The moment he spoke, everyone turned their eyes to Ye Yuan. 

The ascender aura on his body was too distinct. 

Previously, everyone’s focus was all on Yang Xuezhen, and none of them noticed this ascender. 

But now, after Gui Tianyu’s reminder, Ye Yuan became the focus of everyone’s attention all at once! 

Furthermore, Gui Tianyu had an implied meaning in his words. He was clearly dooming Ye Yuan. 

Yang Xuezhen’s beautiful body trembled and she hurriedly said to Ye Yuan, “Y-You quickly leave! Young 

Master Yu, I don’t know him. I just brought him out of Inklight Forest, that’s all!” 

But Young Master Yu said coolly, “Since that’s the case, an ant who just ascended, kill him and be done 

with it. It’s no big deal, right? Zhengqiu, Xuezhen is your woman. You take care of this matter yourself.” 

Sure enough, Li Zhengqiu’s gaze turned cold and he said with a cold smile, “A toad also wants to lust 

after swan meat? An ant-like thing actually dares to compete with this young master for a woman?” 

Yang Xuezhen did not have much feelings for Ye Yuan, but she did not expect that she actually dragged 

Ye Yuan in. 

Her heart was burning with anxiety, but she also felt powerless. 

In the imperial city, people that Young Master Yu wanted to kill, there were really none who could 

escape before. 

“She isn’t my woman!” The Ye Yuan who had been silent all along suddenly said. 

The moment these words came out, everyone laughed. 



This kid was scared! 

“Hahaha?… you coward! Weren’t you very arrogant? Now, scared? Can’t wait to draw the line 

anymore?” Gui Tianyu said with a loud laugh. 

A kind of ridicule came over from Lu Yuanjie and the group of family guards. 

Young Master Yu just smiled slightly, clearly feeling that Ye Yuan was very laughable too. 

Yang Xuezhen bit her lips gently. She understood Ye Yuan, but in this kind of situation, how she wished 

that someone could stand by her side! 

She was Ye Yuan’s life savior after all, but Ye Yuan actually turned his back on her at this time. 

Sad! 

Despair! 

Amidst everyone’s loud laugh, Ye Yuan said nonchalantly, “But, she won’t be your woman either! Now, 

all get lost for me!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s laughter did not stop, but became even louder instead. 

“Huhu,?you’re making me get lost? Did your brain get squeezed by the plane passageway when you 

were ascending until it spoiled? Brat, kneel down now and apologize. Maybe if this young master is in a 

good mood, I can still spare your life!” Li Zhengqiu said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan looked at Li Zhengqiu quietly and said lightly,?“Oh,?is that so?” 

Swoosh! 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan moved. 

Only to see an afterimage flashed past, Ye Yuan’s speed was swift to the extreme. 

Bang! 

Bang! 

It was only to hear two crisp sounds, Li Zhengqiu knelt down. 

His kneecaps were already kicked to pieces by Ye Yuan! 

The laughter stopped abruptly! 

Everyone looked towards Ye Yuan, eyes filled with shock. 

This ant-like ascender crippled the middle Lesser Sublime Heaven Li Zhengqiu in one move? 

“This … How is this possible? He’s clearly an ant who just ascended!” Gui Tianyu said in shock. 

“S-Spatial rule! Just now, that was … spatial rule?” Lu Yuanjie’s pupils constricted as he exclaimed. 

In Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, spatial rule was similarly an extremely hard to comprehend 

power of rule. 



Arriving here, Ye Yuan’s spatial rule was greatly suppressed. 

It was just that, it was enough to deal with Li Zhengqiu! 

Ye Yuan was still expressionless and said indifferently, “Since you knelt down, I’ll spare your life then. 

Now, everyone, get lost for me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2527: Reasoning Things Out! 

In everyone’s eyes, Ye Yuan was just a little lamb who could be kneaded at will. 

But who could have thought that he was actually a fierce tiger that broke the gates! 

An ascender actually crippled a middle Lesser Sublime Heaven in one move. How could this not shock 

people? 

Tang Yu’s two eyes narrowed slightly, a hint of surprise flashing across in his eyes. 

Of course, it was also merely just a surprise; that was all. 

That move earlier relied mostly on a movement technique to sneak attack. 

Furthermore, he, Tang Yu, was not Li Zhengqiu. 

Similarly middle Lesser Sublime Heaven, his strength was much stronger than Li Zhengqiu. 

“When you said get lost, does it include this young master?” Tang Yu’s gaze turned cold as he said. 

Ye Yuan looked him in the eye and said coolly, “Doesn’t include you!” 

The corners of Tang Yu’s mouth curled slightly and he said with a smile, “At least you know what’s good 

for you!” 

Everyone nodded slightly, thinking to themselves that this brat at least had some self-awareness, 

knowing that Young Master Yu was not to be pushed around. 

But Ye Yuan continued, “You stay behind. I want to reason things out with you.” 

The moment these words came out, everyone burst into laughter. 

“Reason things out!?Hahaha,?this ascender is so funny, he actually wants to reason things out!” 

“Tsk tsk,?this method is good, still don’t need to take anything, just directly reason things out.” 

“Keeping up appearances to cover up his predicament! Want to posture, but also don’t want to offend 

Young Master Yu. How can there be such a good thing?” 

… … 

Everyone ridiculed for a while, greatly despising Ye Yuan’s behavior of bullying the weak but fearing the 

wicked. 

Tang Yu also laughed in spite of himself and said, “Reason things out??Huhu,?this method is very fresh! 

Tell me, how do you want to reason things out with this young master?” 
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A hint of a faint smile hung at the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth and he said, “You’re sure that you want 

me to speak in front of so many people?” 

Tang Yu also smiled and said, “To reason things out, one naturally has to speak in front of everyone!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Since you demand it strongly, okay!” 

At the next moment, Ye Yuan moved! 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was erratic, rushing in front of Tang Yu. 

Tang Yu seemed to have been long prepared, saying with a cold smile, “Reckless and blind thing! Bright 

Moon Emperor Hand!” 

The moment Tang Yu made his move, it was akin to a luminous moon high above, illuminating the earth, 

the commotion incomparably shocking. 

At this moment, no matter which angle Ye Yuan came from, he would be completely locked down by 

Tang Yu. 

A hint of a mocking smile appeared on everyone’s faces. 

Overestimating one’s own ability, was talking about this, right? 

Fast movement technique had advantages, but what was more important was strength! 

“Heh,?this fool is really ignorant! He probably doesn’t know that Young Master Yu has already obtained 

the qualification for Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s trial! Very soon, he’ll become Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s 

outer-sect disciple! This guy is simply using an egg to hit a rock!” Gui Tianyu said with a sneer. 

“Dual Polarity!” 

Ye Yuan’s Dual Polarity Sword Art suddenly erupted. 

The swift and fierce sword energy forced everyone to glance sideways. 

Boom! 

A clash without the least bit of flashiness, only to see Tang Yu’s body smash into the hall like a 

cannonball. 

Everyone was transfixed like wooden chickens. 

How could he be so strong? 

This ascender was clearly just lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, he actually clashed head-on with Young 

Master Yu and even had a complete victory? 

“Brat, you’re dead for sure! Today, even immortals can’t save you too!” When Gui Tianyu saw this 

scene, he was overjoyed in his heart. 

Boom! 



Amidst the rubble, Tang Yu suddenly stood up. His gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was filled with 

balefulness. 

“Brat, you’re very good! You’re still the first one who dared to attack this young master in this imperial 

city! If I don’t grind your bones to dust today, this young master will write my Tang word upside down! 

Attack together for me!” Tang Yu said with an angry roar. 

The few subordinates that Tang Yu brought were not weak. They were all middle Lesser Sublime 

Heaven. 

Gui Tianyu and Lu Yuanjie knew that this was a chance to curry favor with Tang Yu and also ordered 

their subordinates to join the battlefield together. 

Ye Yuan just gave a cold laugh, Universe Sword Formation suddenly blooming! 

In Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, Ye Yuan’s sword formation was extremely suppressed, it could 

only open up to a radius of 100 plus feet. 

But it was enough! 

The moment the sword formation opened, no matter how many people they sent, Ye Yuan would make 

none of them return! 

Inside the sword energy, the streaks of sword energies were incomparably sharp, wailing sounds 

echoing out. 

Especially Gui Tianyu and Lu Yuanjie two people, they received Ye Yuan’s care. 

Tang Yu was not in the sword formation, his eyes becoming wide-saucers. 

He never dreamed that this unassuming ant by Yang Xuezhen’s side was actually so strong! 

Sweeping away middle Lesser Sublime Heavens with the cultivation realm of lower Lesser Sublime 

Heaven! 

After several dozen breaths, those family guards fell to the ground, wailing bitterly. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned to Tang Yu. The latter trembled all over, his eyes revealing a look of fear. 

The demeanor of a young master previously was long gone already! 

“W-What do you want to do? T-This young master warns you. I’m a member of the Tang Family. If you 

dare touch me, you’ll die very horrible!” Tang Yu brought out the Tang Family and was immediately 

much pluckier. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I don’t want to do anything. I just want to reason things out with you.” 

Tang Yu heaved a sigh of relief, thinking to himself that this guy was still apprehensive of the Tang 

Family in the end. 

“O-Okay, what’s there to reason with, you say!” Tang Yu hurriedly said. 

Ye Yuan grinned, his figure erupted once more. 



Dual Polarity Sword Formation! 

A streak of cold light flashed and Tang Yu’s right arm flew up high. 

He actually had an arm severed! 

“ARGH!”?Tang Yu screamed miserably, soybean-sized sweat beads seeping out on his forehead. 

“Y-You dare!” Tang Yu cried out painfully. 

Ye Yuan came before him, patted his shoulder, and said smilingly, “If enmity isn’t settled amicably, there 

is no end to it! Just an arm only. So let’s let this matter slide. Young Master Yu, look, how about we 

become brothers?” 

A guileless smile was hanging on Ye Yuan’s face. 

Tang Yu was taken aback, only then, knowing what things Ye Yuan wanted to reason it out with him 

with. 

Yang Xuezhen’s father was killed by the Li Family, but he was being the mediator, saying what if enmity 

was not settled amicably, there was no end to it, and even wanted Yang Xuezhen to marry over. 

This kind of shameless action made Ye Yuan very upset. 

Hence, he severed one of Tang Yu’s arms, but then he wanted to be brothers with him! 

Yang Xuezhen who was by the side was long already struck silly with amazement. 

She had always thought that she saved Ye Yuan’s life by bringing him out of Inklight Forest. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, he would have long been killed by those true spirits in Inklight Forest. 

How could she have known that he did not need her to save at all! 

Just based on Ye Yuan’s strength, how could Inklight Forest’s ordinary true spirits hurt him? 

Ye Yuan could originally not have gotten involved in this messy situation, but he followed her to 

Eastward Imperial City for all sorts of reasons. 

The goal was too obvious! 

He came to help her! 

Yang Xuezhen was very smart, how could she still not know what Ye Yuan had in mind? 

At this moment, she felt extremely touched. 

When she was in a state of despair, this man gave her reliance! 

Of course, this was actually her misunderstanding. 

Even without her, Ye Yuan would also come to Eastward Country. 

Eastward Country was the closest to Inklight Forest, if Jadetrue Heavenly Sect sent people, they might 

very likely come to Eastward Country. 



Ye Yuan was too far away from Inklight Forest currently, he did not feel at ease! 

If Jadetrue Heavenly Sect discovered the Heavenspan World, it would all be over! 

“Eh??Looking at your appearance, it seems like you don’t want to be brothers with me? Fine, not a 

brother, it’s enemies then. I’ll send you on your way then!” Ye Yuan looked at Tang Yu’s hateful gaze and 

said with a slight smile. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2528: Good Brother! 

“Don’t, don’t, don’t! I … I’ll be brothers with you! I’ll be brothers with you!” 

How could Tang Yu care about the pain? He hurriedly agreed to it. 

If enmity was not settled amicably, there was no end to it! 

How big a deal was having an arm severed? 

It was still his little life that was important! 

Ye Yuan looked at him with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Being brothers, that has to see fate! 

You can’t be brothers just because you want to!” 

Tang Yu had a myriad of profanities running across in his head! 

Just now, wasn’t it you who wanted to be brothers? How come it was up to fate in a blink of an eye? 

Don’t look at how these silkpants were normally aloof from the masses, an appearance of being far 

removed from the masses and reality. 

Actually, they had not experienced much bloodiness at all and feared to risk their necks the most. 

Lower Realms ascenders, which one did not kill their way over from a mountain of corpses and a sea of 

blood? 

In terms of brutality, ten thousand Tang Yu could not be compared to Ye Yuan. 

At this time, he was long already frightened by Ye Yuan until he pissed his pants. 

“F-Fate? Big Brother, we’re the most fated! From now on, you’re my Tang Yu’s big brother!” Tang Yu 

hurriedly said. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said smilingly, “Did your Tang Family take part in killing Yang Xuezhen’s 

father or not?” 

Tang Yu’s pupils constricted, his head shaking like a rattle drum as he said, “No! Absolutely not! This 

matter was singlehandedly planned by Li Batian, setting Yang Yu up and killing him. Later, he found this 

young … younger brother and presented exorbitant gifts, that’s why this young brother reluctantly 

agreed to it. B-Big Brother, it really has nothing to do with this younger brother!” 

How could the current Tang Yu care about the face of a young master? He directly addressed himself as 

a younger brother. 
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Ye Yuan observed his countenance and words, and he discerned that Tang Yu did not seem to be lying. 

Of course, even if he lied, Ye Yuan did not care either. 

Li Zhengqiu was greatly shocked and hurriedly said, “Young Master Yu, how can you say that? This 

matter was clearly my Li Family receiving the Tang Family’s instructions! Otherwise, how could my 

father dare to take action?” 

There were wise people among the powerhouses present who could not help secretly shaking their 

heads when they heard this. 

Li Zhengqiu’s words seemed to be intelligent in small ways, but in reality, it was unbelievably stupid. 

Even if he can survive today’s hurdle, the wrath of the Tang Family was more terrifying! 

Li Zhengqiu was dragging the entire Li Family down the water! 

Sure enough, the moment Tang Yu heard, he immediately bristled in anger. 

He did not care about the injuries on his body too, getting to his feet with a grunt, and kicking a foot on 

Li Zhengqiu’s chest. 

“You lackey, to actually dare frame a charge and put blame on me! Today, this young master will 

definitely exterminate you! No! Not just you! Your Li Family will have its name removed in the imperial 

city in the future!” Tang Yu roared. 

Under Tang Yu’s sullen anger, this foot was not light at all, he practically used his full strength! 

Li Zhengqiu taking a solid hit, his two eyes immediately rolled backward, breathing in without breathing 

out anymore. 

Ye Yuan did not stop this scene. When doing a favor, go all the way. Li Zhengqiu and the Li Family must 

die. 

Finished dealing with this matter, Ye Yuan would be considered to have repaid Yang Xuezhen’s favor. 

“B-Big Brother, you don’t listen to him make slanderous charges! This matter really has nothing to do 

with me at all!” Tang Yu was practically complaining through tears. 

Ye Yuan switched to a smiley face and said, “We’re brothers, I believe you! But, my friend got a fright 

this time. You know what to do, right?” 

The friend that Ye Yuan was talking about was naturally Yang Xuezhen. 

Tang Yu’s head nodded like a chicken pecking for rice, hurriedly saying, “Big Brother, rest assured. This 

younger brother understands! Younger brother understands! From tomorrow, no, after today, Eastward 

Country will no longer have the Li Family!” 

Ye Yuan smiled without saying a word. Tang Yu’s heart quivered. His gaze landed on Lu Yuanjie and Gui 

Tianyu. 

“Big Brother rest assured, the Lu Family and Gui Family will also disappear!” Tang Yu said with a fierce 

look. 



Lu Yuanjie and Gui Tianyu’s entire bodies trembled, greatly shocked in their hearts. 

This matter was serious! 

Their momentary impulse actually brought about the demise of their family clans. 

This price was too heavy! 

“L-Lord Ye, this little brother had eyes but couldn’t see, and offended Your Excellency! I … I beg Your 

Excellency to let me off!” 

Lu Yuanjie regretted it! 

He did not expect that his family clan would actually directly disappear because of an ascender! 

“Lord Ye, I … I’m sorry, p-please spare me!” Gui Tianyu said in fear. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said,?“Heh,?your backgrounds are pretty good, posturing a little is excusable. But 

Gui Tianyu has already had killing intent aroused toward me, and he wanted to kill me several times. 

Just now, he even wanted to borrow Tang Yu’s hand to kill me!?Huhu,?do you think that I’d be so 

magnanimous?” 

Swoosh! 

A figure flashed past, Tang Yu’s foot was extremely vicious. Gui Tianyu looked like he was a goner. 

Following that, his gaze landed on Lu Yuanjie, scaring the piss out of him. 

Tang Yu moved, about to act, but then he heard Ye Yuan say coolly, “Enough. Before tomorrow, the two 

of your great families disappear from the imperial city, and this matter will be left at this. If at this time 

tomorrow, you all still haven’t left, then I’ll pay a visit in person!” 

When Lu Yuanjie heard this, it was akin to hearing a heavenly melody, hurriedly nodding his head like a 

chicken pecking for rice as he said, “Your Excellency, rest assured. This lowly one will immediately pull 

out of the capital!” 

Finished talking, he fled in helter-skelter. 

When the dust all settled, Tang Yu said cautiously, “Is Big Brother still satisfied?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not bad. Since that’s the case, you go back first then! Of course, you can also 

bring the Tang Family’s people to come and take revenge on me. However … I won’t show mercy the 

next time! Go!” 

Tang Yu was akin to being granted amnesty, hurriedly bringing his family guards and scrambling away. 

Very soon, the noisy Yang Family was already empty. 

In the meeting hall, there was only Yang Xuezhen, Yang Jin, as well as the attractive mature lady. They 

were left dumbstruck with amazement. 

No one could have thought that something that was originally a sure bet was actually completely 

overturned at the last moment! 



Yang Xuezhen this isolated orphan actually relied on an ascender and completed an astonishing 

counterattack! 

This change was seriously too fast, fast until it was already over before they reacted to it! 

The attractive mature woman knelt down in front of Ye Yuan and wept, “Y-Your Excellency, spare my 

life! All of this was compelled against this lowly one’s will!” 

But Ye Yuan did not answer and said smilingly, “This is your family affair, I won’t intervene. But, I think 

that with Yang Xuezhen succeeding the position of the family head now, there shouldn’t be anyone who 

has objections, right?” 

Only a fool would object! 

No one in the Yang Family dared to speak, it was equivalent to acquiescing to Yang Xuezhen’s identity. 

Yang Xuezhen was still in a daze until now. She also did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually strong to 

such an extent. 

But this scene at present, she was caught off-guard. 

The mature woman instinctively wanted to object, but Ye Yuan gave her a look, and she immediately 

followed up at the behest of supernatural powers, saying, “Yes! Whoever has objections can very well 

come up and challenge me!” 

No one dared to speak. It was equivalent to tacitly acknowledging it! 

But Yang Xuezhen immediately said, “Ye Yuan, you should haven’t let Tang Yu leave! You don’t know the 

Tang Family’s power and influence. Once he leaves, the Yang Family will probably suffer a catastrophic 

calamity!” 

But Ye Yuan was indifferent, saying with a smile, “Relax, Tang Yu is much smarter than those two fools. 

Of course, if he insists on seeking death, then I don’t mind sending him off too.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2529: Reshuffle 

“Yu-er, who hurt you until like this?! Father will tear his body to shreds!” 

When Tang Yu returned to the Tang Family and Tang Jinhua saw that his son actually had an arm 

severed, he could not help flying into a great rage. 

He valued this son very highly. 

Disregarding his high cultivation talent, his wisdom was also very outstanding. 

Many of the Tang Family’s major things were all plotted by Tang Yu behind the scenes. 

The Tang Family prospering with each passing day these few years had Tang Yu’s contributions in it. 

Tang Yu’s complexion appeared rather pale because of excessive blood loss. 
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Seeing Tang Jinhua get angry, he shook his head and said, “Father, don’t! I can’t fathom this person. 

We’d best not provoke him! At least, before tomorrow, we can’t make a move without careful 

consideration!” 

Tang Yu’s words were like a bucket of cold water, splashing Tang Jinhua from head to toe. 

These few years, how fired up with boundless enthusiasm was Tang Yu? 

Apart from the royal family, no one could enter his sights anymore. 

Whoever provoked him, it was virtually equivalent to being sentenced to death. 

But now, he actually did not dare to go and retaliate against the other party, how could this not shock 

him? 

“Yu-er, what on earth is going on? Didn’t you go to help the Li Family annex the Yang Family? How did it 

end up like this?” Tang Jinhua curbed his anger and said in surprise. 

Tang Yu shook his head and said, “This matter can’t be explained in a few words. Allow me to slowly 

explain to Father later. Your urgent matter on hand right now is to bring people to go and exterminate 

the Li Family, and capture Li Batian, the faster the better! I keep having a feeling that … something is 

going to happen!” 

The astonishment in Tang Jinhua’s eyes grew even thicker. 

Didn’t his son go to help the Li Family? How come after he came back, putting aside that he had an arm 

severed, he even wanted to exterminate the Li Family? 

What the hell was this? 

But Tang Jinhua understood this son. He absolutely would not do things at random. 

He definitely had his reasons for making him go and exterminate the Li Family. 

He nodded his head and said, “Okay, you recuperate your wounds at home. Father will bring people to 

go and exterminate the Li Family right now!” 

Tang Yu nodded his head with weak breathing and said, “Father, remember to leave Li Batian with his 

life. I have use for it!” 

Tang Jinhua’s pupils constricted slightly, nodded his head, and turned around and left. 

Looking at Tang Jinhua’s departing back view, Tang Yu’s gaze flickered slightly and he said, “His eyes 

were too sharp! It’s like I’m a transparent person in front of him! All wits lie bare naked! He dared to 

offend so many imperial city major clans at the same time. He must have reliance!” 

… … 

The next day, news flew over like snowflakes. The various major families of the imperial city were 

incredibly shocked. 



The Gui Family’s family head, Gui Haisheng, brought more than a dozen middle Lesser Sublime Heaven 

powerhouses of the Gui Family, and sneak attacked Ye Yuan in Purplecloud Alley, and was completely 

eradicated! 

Gui Family’s family head, Gui Haisheng, died! 

For some time, the various major families in the city were extremely terrified. 

Ye Yuan, a mere lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, actually slaughtered more than ten people by himself. 

Among them, there was even a powerful upper Lesser Sublime Heaven! 

Someone witnessed Ye Yuan enter Purplecloud Alley alone. There was absolutely no second person. 

Purplecloud Alley was located in a remote area, where few people tread. 

Thinking about it now, he was simply using himself as a lure, to bait the Gui Family out! 

When the Lu Family got this news, they were extremely terrified, and moved out of the imperial city 

overnight! 

Actually, the Lu Family planned on ambushing Ye Yuan too. It was just that they did not have time to do 

it yet. 

On that night, they also received news that the Li Family was pulled up by the roots, and Li Batian was 

directly captured away by Tang Jinhua. 

The Lu Family thought that with Ye Yuan severely wounding Tang Yu, the Tang Family would definitely 

destroy the Yang Family with ruthless means. 

But who knew that the Yang Family was not destroyed, but their rival Li Family was completely 

destroyed. 

What did this show? 

This showed that the Tang Family lowered their head to Ye Yuan! 

A leviathan like the Tang Family actually lowered their head to an ascender! 

How could the Lu Family not be surprised? 

They knew that this imperial city no longer had a foothold for him. 

But, compared to the Gui Family and Li Family, they were far too lucky. 

This time was destined to be a fretful night. 

Yang Xuezhen looked at this slightly thin man in front of her, a strange feeling rising in her heart. 

She also never dreamed that the guy she casually picked up, actually became her savior. 

When she was in despair, Ye Yuan swept across the imperial city with wrathful means, reshuffling the 

imperial city’s family clans overnight. 

Yang Xuezhen felt that this man before her eyes was a little unreal. 



He was clearly just an ascender who just entered lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, a rookie-to-the-max 

rookie. 

Yet, he had the strength that shocked the entire imperial city! 

When Ye Yuan wanted to use himself as bait to go out and bait the Gui Family, she had a million 

disagreements. 

She thought that Ye Yuan would not be able to come back anymore. 

But the news that came back shocked her until she could not close her mouth. 

She did not know how Ye Yuan did it, but it was sufficiently shocking! 

The Thousand Crane Sect had many young and outstanding talents. Those who pursued Yang Xuezhen 

were not in the minority. 

But these young heroes completely paled in comparison when placed in front of Ye Yuan. 

Under Ye Yuan’s dominance, Yang Xuezhen already completely controlled the Yang Family and 

imprisoned Yang Jin and his mother. 

Those clan elders who tried to betray the Yang Family were all expelled from the family by her. 

Yang Xuezhen had already become the Yang Family’s family head in reality as well as in name! 

“Ye Yuan, I … I’m sorry!” Yang Xuezhen said rather embarrassedly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Why apologize?” 

Yang Xuezhen said with lowered brows, “I always thought that you were a useless good-for-nothing, and 

even felt that I was bestowing kindness onto you. Thinking about it, it feels ridiculous.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “For everything that has a cause, there must be an effect. You were in a 

difficult situation and still wanted to save someone. This kindness, this Ye naturally remembers firmly in 

my heart. Otherwise, I also wouldn’t have intervened in this matter.” 

Yang Xuezhen was stunned when she heard that, and could not help feeling a sense of loss in her heart. 

It turned out that Ye Yuan was just doing it for this little favor? 

But this did not count as a favor at all! 

Just as Yang Xuezhen’s mind was running wild, Tang Yu arrived. 

He personally detained Li Batian and came to apologize. 

After a night of medical treatment, Tang Yu’s injuries were already well. It was just that that severed 

arm appeared very off. 

The physiques of Heavenly Stratum powerhouses were special. They were the products of the power of 

rules to begin with. It could not be regrown by expending some divine essence. 



“Big Brother, I’ve already detained the person here on your behalf! Want to kill or dismember is up to 

you!” Tang Yu arrived before Ye Yuan and said respectfully. 

Getting the news of the Gui Family being completely wiped out, Tang Yu was also shocked until he could 

not close his mouth for a long time. 

He knew that something would happen, but he did not think that the news would be so shocking. 

He knew that middle Lesser Sublime Heavens were not Ye Yuan’s match, but he did not expect that even 

Gui Haisheng died too!” 

One had to know, his father, Tang Jinhua, was also merely upper Lesser Sublime Heaven! 

If they really provoked Ye Yuan, would the Tang Family have also been … 

Thinking until here, Tang Yu’s back was already drenched. 

Not just Tang Yu, Tang Jinhua also broke out in cold sweat after learning of the ins and outs of the 

matter. 

This ascender was too bizarre! 

He could not help admiring his son’s wit. If they clashed with Ye Yuan, the Tang Family might have 

already been destroyed now. 

It was true that the royal family was behind the Tang Family, but it was also merely just behind. 

They were merely the royal family’s tool, that was all. They would not care about the Tang Family’s life 

and death. 

If the Tang Family collapsed, there would naturally be the Li Family and Zhang Family that would rise up. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2530: Heavenly Alchemist! 

“Miss Xuezhen, I’ll hand him over to you.” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand nonchalantly, gesturing for him to be taken away. 

Yang Xuezhen bit her lips lightly, looking at Li Batian full of hatred. 

At the same time, she was also endlessly grateful to Ye Yuan. 

If not for Ye Yuan, forget about taking revenge, she would probably still have to be coerced and marry 

into the Li Family and suffer humiliation. 

This sort of days, she shuddered just thinking about it. 

“Thank you, Ye Yuan!” Yang Xuezhen said emotionally. 

Ye Yuan looked at her and smiled as he said, “You should thank yourself! Kindness begets kindness, evil 

has its just desserts; erhaps it’s talking about this.” 
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Tang Yu gave Ye Yuan a deep bow and said, “Big Brother, yesterday’s matter was all Younger Brother 

who didn’t know how to act. I hope that Big Brother doesn’t take it to heart. From now on, Younger 

Brother will definitely turn over a new leaf!” 

The current Yang Family naturally attracted attention from all parties. 

Outside the Yang Manor’s gates, when everyone saw this scene, each and every one of them was 

shocked until they could not close their mouths. 

“That’s Young Master Yu! He … He had an arm chopped off by someone and actually still had to 

apologize?” 

“This ascender is really mind-boggling, just what is his background?” 

“I heard that he slaughtered the Gui Family by himself, really too terrifying!” 

“Heh,?you believe this? Just a lower Lesser Sublime Heaven, how can he possibly kill Gui Haisheng?” 

… … 

Tang Yu apologizing in front of so many people, it could almost be described as making an apology and 

asking for punishment. 

This sincerity was very sufficient. 

However, Ye Yuan did not answer, a faint smile hanging on his face, making Tang Yu feel flustered. 

His forehead seeped cold sweat, feeling like he was almost going to suffocate. 

Tang Yu also did not know why he would have such tremendous pressure facing Ye Yuan! 

“I-If Big Brother feels like what Younger Brother has done can’t be forgiven, please punish Younger 

Brother heavily!” Tang Yu seriously could not bear it anymore and said with gritted teeth. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “I cut off an arm of yours. Don’t you hate me?” 

Tang Yu shook his head like a rattle drum, hurriedly saying, “This younger brother was momentarily 

muddled. This was just desserts!” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “Tang Yu, you’re a clever man. Some things, don’t need me to say, you 

understand too, right?” 

Tang Yu nodded his head again like a chicken pecking for rice and said, “Big Brother, rest assured! In the 

future, the Yang Family and the Tang Family are of the same breath and branch, bound together for 

good or ill! Sister-in-law’s matter is my, Tang Yu’s, matter! Even if it’s climbing a mountain of blades or 

diving into a sea of fire, Tang Yu will complete it too!” 

The moment the words ‘sister-in-law’ came out, Yang Xuezhen’s pretty face blushed red. 

But in her heart, there was actually a tiny hint of sweetness. 

Ye Yuan knew that Tang Yu misunderstood, but he did not explain anything either. 



Yang Xuezhen was a woman. It was still very difficult to support the Yang Family in an imperial city 

surrounded by wolves. 

But with the Tang Family, this ally, it would be different. 

There was the shadow of the royal family behind the Tang Family. 

If other families wanted to touch the Yang Family, they would have to reconsider it. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Forget about what happened in the past. I hope that you remember what you said 

just now. Otherwise … you know what the consequences are.” 

Tang Yu used one arm to slap his chest fiercely and pledged in all solemnity, “Big Brother, rest assured. 

Tang Yu will keep his words!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze landed on Tang Yu’s severed arm and said coolly, “Does your Tang Family have 

alchemists?” 

Tang Yu was taken aback and said, “Alchemist? Big Brother is talking about … heavenly alchemists, right? 

Of course, there are! My Tang Family’s main business is the management of heavenly medicine and 

heavenly pills. So there are naturally heavenly alchemists! Why, Big Brother? Are you actually also … a 

heavenly alchemist?” 

Heavenly Stratum and Mortal Stratum powerhouses were essentially two different orders of life. 

In the 33 Heavens, alchemists were called heavenly alchemists, their statuses revered! 

Ye Yuan had just arrived. It was still his first time hearing of heavenly alchemists, he naturally found it 

novel too. 

He was very curious just what kind of strength this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven’s heavenly 

alchemists had. 

Him suddenly asking about this was actually planning on letting Tang Yu regrow his severed arm. 

However, since the Tang Family had heavenly alchemists, but Tang Yu did not recover, it was likely that 

it was not so easy for Heavenly Stratum powerhouses to regrow a severed arm. 

After Ye Yuan broke through to Heavenly Stratum, he was also deeply seized with a sudden feeling. 

He could feel the leap in his being! 

The current him, even if it was just using the power of the fleshy body, he could crush Dao Ancestors to 

death with just one hand! 

Even if it was the Heavenspan World’s Dao pill, it would not have any effect on Heavenly Stratum 

powerhouses too. 

Because the Heavenspan World’s spirit medicines were too weak! 

When Alchemy Dao reached the level of rule, it actually already exceeded the limits of the Heavenspan 

World. 



Therefore, when Dao pill powerhouses refined ordinary medicinal pills, it was simply effortless. 

And the spirit medicines that Dao pill powerhouses should actually refine were heavenly medicines! 

Facing a foreign world, with Ye Yuan’s personality, he naturally would not be self-conceited and make 

promises lightly. 

Since Tang Yu was sensible, it was naturally impossible for Ye Yuan to not express anything at all. 

The arm was chopped off by him, then he would help Tang Yu grow it back. 

It was just that, before understanding heavenly alchemists, he would not say anything, nor would he 

make promises too. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I’m not some heavenly alchemist, but I’ve dabbled a little in Alchemy 

Dao. Since your Tang Family has heavenly alchemists, can you bring me to widen my knowledge?” 

Tang Yu hurriedly said, “Of course! Big Brother is modest. What do you mean by dabbled! Before Big 

Brother ascended, you must have been that world’s alchemy path sovereign! It’s just that … the 

refinement of heavenly pills is totally different from the Lower Realms’ medicinal pills. The difficulty is 

on completely different levels! Big Brother will likely have to take some time to dabble in heavenly pills.” 

Tang Yu started flattering away with the same line of bullshit. 

However, he already put it very tactfully. 

The complexity of heavenly pills was completely not what Lower Realms spirit medicines could compare 

to. 

Heavenly pills were naturally also not what ordinary divine pills could compare to. 

The complexity was absolutely a thousand times, ten thousand times of divine pills! 

Ascenders belonged to the foreigners of Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, their affinity with heavenly 

medicines was very poor. 

Therefore, if ascenders wanted to become heavenly alchemists, the difficulty was a hundred times, a 

thousand times of native Heavenly Stratum powerhouses! 

It was also because of this reason that there were extremely few heavenly alchemists among ascenders. 

Among a thousand ascender alchemy path powerhouses, there might not be one capable of becoming a 

heavenly alchemist! 

This was still just alchemy path powerhouses. If placed among all of the ascenders, this ratio would be 

negligibly small. 

Even if one was once a top alchemy path powerhouse in the Lower Realms, they would also fade into 

the crowd after entering Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

The vast majority of the people gave up on the alchemy path. 

It was not that they wanted to, but it was just that it was far too hard! 



And this was also one of the reasons why native powerhouses looked down on ascenders! 

Five Light Heavenly Region was the site where ascenders gathered. But even the supreme powerhouses 

there also had to be cordial and respectful when they saw heavenly alchemists. 

In fact, they even needed to curry favor with heavenly alchemists. 

If one used 100 years to refine a heavenly pill that others used one year to refine, how to still live if like 

this? 

When Ye Yuan saw Tang Yu’s expression, how could he not know that he already put it very tactfully? 

But it was also precisely so that Ye Yuan was even more interested in heavenly alchemists. 

He said coolly, “When talking to me in the future, don’t give me that line of bullshit! Speak the bold 

truth!” 

Tang Yu’s expression changed and he hurriedly said, “Yes, Big Brother!” 

Tang Yu immediately talked about the difficulty of heavenly alchemists, making Ye Yuan’s brows furrow 

slightly too. 

He did not expect that it would actually be so difficult! 


